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Re this scoop on malware being spread through short
links, I still think the shortened URLs on the .tk domain are
a missing piece of the puzzle. 

Russian trolls pumped out malware along with pro-Trump messages. V…
Russian-linked Twitter accounts spreading disinformation during the 2016 U.S.
elections carried malware links that were hosted on servers run by or leased from
Webzilla, the company the Steele dossie…

https://amp.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article227331194.html

Breitbart shares tech with hundreds of these short links, which redirect to various

articles on that site.
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I found a bot that did nothing but tweet out these links thousands of times. 
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Replying to @SoulFlyTry
So this is very interesting.  I've found a bot that seemed to do 
nothing but tweet Breitbart links in 2012 - except they were 
masked with a .tk extension.

26 1:13 AM - Jul 4, 2018

16 people are talking about this

Buzzfeed also shares/has shared tech with a ton of sites on that domain, and also has

dozens of redirects from it.
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Kolfage (the wall funding guy) also ran a site with dozens of redirects from the .tk

domain. 

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

Replying to @saradannerdukic
It has a zillion redirects from the .tk domain
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19 people are talking about this

Freenom, the company that started the .tk domain, counts among its partners:

Facebook, Twitter, Kaspersky, and Anti-Phishing Alliance China. 

https://www.freenom.com/en/antiabuse_api.html

And here’s little background on that company - sounds to me like the perfect scenario

to control privacy laws, or lack thereof: 

The tiny island with a huge Web presence - CNN.com
If you're just an average Joe building your own website or blog, there are cheap
options out there. One of the most popular is .tk.

https://www.cnn.com/2012/06/13/tech/web/tokelau-domain-name-holder/index.html

In this article from 2013, they say they’re one of the safest domains: 

Freenom Closes $3M in Series A Funding
Freenom, the free domain name provider, announced today that it has closed $3M
in Series A funding from a group of investors led by Kima Ventures (KIM

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20131216006048/en/Freenom-Closes-3M-…

But four years later, after partnering with Twitter, Facebook, Russia and China…

experts say otherwise: 

https://www.adaware.com/blog/dangerous-domains

Interestingly, the phishing link Podesta was sent was on the .tk domain as well. 
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Hillary Clinton's campaign got hacked by falling for the oldest trick in t…
Hillary Clinton campaign chairman John Podesta had this email hacked, and he
was critical in assisting the hackers.

https://www.businessinsider.com/hillary-clinton-campaign-john-podesta-got-hacked-by-…

Here’s some interesting information on Kima, the VC angel firm that backed

Freenom: one of the founding partners was charged with pimping and also later

sentenced for failure to pay taxes on the cash he got from pimping. 

French Revolutionary: Is Ex-Con Xavier Niel Europe's Steve Jobs?
In a country where “entrepreneur” is a dirty word, web pioneer Xavier Niel has built
a $4.5 billion fortune—despite jail time for involvement in a prostitution scandal.

https://web.archive.org/web/20130603132817/http://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconn…

Also, he bought Le Monde. Sarkozy, who is facing a trial for corruption and influence

peddling, wasn’t very happy about it. Any of this sounding familiar? 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconnor/2012/03/09/french-revolutionary-is-

ex-con-xavier-niel-europes-steve-jobs/4/

The archived links are above b/c some of the links that appear in Google search

results are dead - but here's the original as well. 
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